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g If yes, please explain why work has already taken place in advance of making this application.
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f 5. Pre- - olication Discussion
0

Have you received any advice from the planning authority in relation to this proposal? YesDNo

If yes. ptease provide details about the advice below:

In what format was the advice given? Meeting D Telephone call [I Letter [3 Email D

Have you agreed or are you discussing 3 Processing Agreement with the planning authority? YesD No D
Please provide a description of the advice you were given and who you received the advice from:

Name-: Date;E Ref No.2:
Are there any trees on or adjacent to the application site? YesDNo

If yes, please show on drawings any trees (including known protected trees) and their canopy spread as they relate
to the proposed site and indicate if any are to be cut back or felled

7. Chan oes to Vehicle Access and Parkin .

Are you proposing a new altered vehicle access to or from a public road? Yes EINo

If yes, please show in your drawings the position of any existing, altered or new access and explain the changes
you propose to make. You should also show existing footpaths and note if there with be any impact on these.

Are you proposing any changes to public paths, public nghts of way or YesElNo
affecting any pubtic rights of access?

If yes, please show on your drawings the position of any affected areas and explain the changes you propose to
make, including arrangement for continuing or alternative public access,

How many vehicle parking spaces (garaging and open parking) currently
Exist on the application site?

How many vehicle parking spaces (garaging and open parking) do you
propose on the site? (Le. the total of existing and any new spaces or
reduced number of spaces)

Please show on yourdrawings the position of existing and proposedparking spaces and identify if these are for the
use of particular types of vehicles (e. g parking for disabled people, coaches, HGV vehicles, etc.
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